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Normative decision theory aims to provide a formal account of practical rationality. This is the sort of rationality exhibited by agents who perform well in
practical tasks, in light of their goals and beliefs. Given our status as planning
creatures, many of the practical tasks we face are dynamic in nature, involving
anticipated sequences of decisions and learning events. My research examines
what practical rationality requires of agents facing such extended choice problems and explores the significance of dynamic choice norms for various debates
in decision theory, epistemology, and ethics.
A. Decision Theory
My dissertation lays the groundwork for this research program by motivating
and defending optimality and dynamic consistency norms in contexts of sequential choice. These norms state (roughly) that rational agents facing sequential
choice problems should, in ideal conditions, judge only optimal plans as admissible to implement and that such evaluations should be impervious to alteration by
re-evaluation at subsequent stages of the problem. The rest of my work explores
the theoretical fecundity of these principles.
Preceding debates regarding dynamic choice principles have been undertaken
almost exclusively in the context of the variants of Bayesian decision theory most
familiar to economists, e.g. the theories of Savage and von Neumann and Morgenstern. However, philosophers have long recognized the greater elegance and
generality of the approach pioneered by Richard Jeffrey, and so a key focus of my
research is to explore the significance of dynamic choice arguments in the context of Jeffrey-style decision theories. In my paper, “Dynamic Consistency in the
Logic of Decision” (conditionally accepted at Philosophical Studies), I begin this
project by suggesting how to identify plans with propositions in Jeffrey’s model
via conditional operators and how to assess the dynamic consistency of agents
within this framework. In doing so, I uncover potential dynamic inconsistencies
on the part of Jeffrey agents. This motivates subsequent work undertaken with
Simon Huttegger in which we explore the implications of alternative construals of
the planning conditional for the dynamic consistency of Jeffrey’s theory [“Bradley
Conditionals and Dynamic Choice” (under review)].
One of my principal research aspirations going forward is to investigate the
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qualitative foundations of Jeffrey’s theory (as delineated in the Bolker-Jeffrey axioms) in terms of principles of dynamic coherence. It has famously been shown
that the postulates of Savage’s theory can, to a large extent, be derived from
dynamic choice principles, but no comparable dynamic derivation has yet been
supplied for Jeffrey’s theory. Such a project would take dynamically consistent
evaluations of planning propositions as a constraint upon rational attitudes in the
Jeffrey framework and then explore what additional assumptions are required to
entail satisfaction of the normative axioms of the Bolker-Jeffrey systemAny positive finding on this front would have significant ramifications for foundational
debates regarding the normative status of Jeffrey’s theory.
B. Epistemology
Dynamic choice arguments have also been thought to carry significance for
epistemology. It is well known that various norms on credence have been supported via dynamic consistency arguments, e.g. van Fraassen’s Reflection norm
or the principle of updating by Bayes’ Rule. I am interested in further constraints that dynamic consistency may impose upon a rational agent’s beliefs.
In my manuscript, “Newcombian Tragedy”, I argue that dynamic consistency,
paired with causal decision theory, supports a surprising norm on credence that
I dub Autonomy. According to this norm, a rational deliberating agent takes
the evidential import of her choices to coincide with their causal import at the
time of choice, thus eliminating any discrepancy between the recommendations of
causal and evidential decision theory. In future work, I will continue to explore
the epistemic ramifications of commitment to dynamic consistency and other
decision-theoretic norms.
C. Ethics
Finally, I aim to take up a project applying principles of dynamic choice to
debates in ethics and welfare economics. Formal approaches to ethics have made
extensive use of the mathematical framework of standard decision theory and
game theory in dealing with questions regarding welfare aggregation, fairness,
and the correct principles of social choice. Intriguing work by Peter Hammond
has purported to show that plausible principles of dynamic social choice provide
support for broadly utilitarian answers to the central questions of social ethics,
complementing the arguments set forth by Harsanyi in the course of his famous
disagreements with Rawls and Sen. I hope to continue the research tradition inaugurated by Hammond and others and investigate more thoroughly and critically
the ethical import of the principles of dynamic choice defended in my research
thus far, with an eye also toward their practical relevance for a number of crucial
ethical and public policy debates that lie at the intersection of value theory and
philosophy of science (e.g. those regarding climate change).
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